Background
==========

High throughput gene expression experiments using microarrays are based on the principle of hybridising strands of nucleotides to form a duplex. For each gene (the target) a microarray contains many copies of one or more short strands (the probes) in small regions on the array called spots. In a microarray experiment expressed sequences or sequences derived thereof are labelled and allowed to hybridise to the probes making the amount of label at each spot an indicator for the amount of gene expression. Since all spots are processed simultaneously, it is essential that all probes have optimal target specificity under the same experimental conditions. Therefore, optimal microarray design requires 1) a completely sequenced reference genome, 2) complete annotation for this reference genome to know what parts may be expressed and 3) complete knowledge about the natural variation amongst the sampled individuals.

Unfortunately there is currently not a single species for which such complete information is available. Although some reference genomes are now close to completion, the recently published first results of the ENCODE project indicate that our knowledge of what is expressed is vastly underestimated \[[@B1]\]. Hence, certainly when a reference genome is not available and array design is primarily based on expressed sequence tags (ESTs), but also for species with a rather complete reference genome, microarray design is sub-optimal. Probe design based on incomplete or erroneous data can lead to serious problems like non-specific probes causing cross hybridisation, orphan probes designed for non-existing targets, missing probes and misleading probes due to erroneous annotation.

Previous re-annotation studies have shown that up to half of the probes for popular microarrays can be problematic as they suffer from cross hybridisation, from detecting something else than what they were designed for, or both \[[@B2]-[@B7]\]. The scale of the problem differs for each microarray design and usually reflects differences in probe design criteria and in completeness of the data used for the array design. Erroneous probe to gene assignments at such massive scale were shown to have a dramatic effect on lists of differentially expressed genes \[[@B2],[@B6],[@B8]\] and clustering of genes based on co-expression \[[@B6],[@B9]\]. Surprisingly, Lu and Zang found that it had hardly an effect on sample clustering \[[@B6]\].

Other evidence that current probe annotation is often suboptimal comes from microarray reproducibility studies. Although reproducibility of modern arrays using the same array platform and version is usually good to very good, reproducibility between different array versions even on the same platform can be very poor \[[@B10]-[@B14]\]. Re-annotation of the probes using updated data sets and/or using alternative strategies for probe-gene assignment was shown to improve the correlation co-efficient dramatically \[[@B10]-[@B14]\]. This suggests that the lack of cross platform reproducibility is mainly caused by poor annotation of probes. Alternative splicing was shown to effect cross platform reproducibility as well as probes from two different vendors might detect the same gene, but not necessarily the same splice variants of that gene \[[@B15]\].

Summarising, it is important to update the annotation for arrays regularly to improve the reliability of probe-target assignments. Three tools to update oligo annotation for microarrays -- IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot -- are described elsewhere in this issue of BMC Proceedings \[[@B16]-[@B18]\]. In this manuscript we compare their underlying annotation strategies and the differences in updated annotation for the ARK-Genomics Chicken 20 K array to illustrate the challenges associated with updating annotation and target specificity. We also analyse the effect of the differences in updated annotation on functional analysis of an experiment involving *Eimeria*infected chickens, which was selected as starting material for the joined EADGENE \[[@B19]\] and SABRE \[[@B20]\] workshop on microarray data analysis in November 2008. Finally we propose guidelines for optimal annotation strategies based on the lessons learned from this workshop.

Methods
=======

Microarray
----------

The microarray used is the ARK-Genomics Chicken 20 K array consisting of 20.460 probes ranging in length from 60 to 75 nucleotides with the majority of the probes 70 nucleotides long \[[@B21]\]. It was designed in 2005 based on: 1) INSDC (DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank) ESTs/cDNAs including the UMIST ChESTs, 2) Ensembl 30 with gene models based on various sources ranging from highly reliable chicken UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot proteins to relatively unreliable *ab initio in silico*gene predictions, 3) miRBase micro RNAs and 4) a small set of contributed sequences. Microarray data from an experiment with Eimeria infected chickens and using this array was provided as starting material for the EADGENE/SABRE post-analyses workshop \[[@B22]\]. From this experiment a subset of 791 differentially expressed probes based on the MM8-MM24 contrast sample was selected for in depth comparison of the annotation. For the GO term \[[@B23]\] enrichment analysis all 20 K oligos were used.

Updating annotation
-------------------

IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot were used to update annotation as described elsewhere in this issue \[[@B16]-[@B18]\]. At the time of analysis the following database versions were used: SigReannot: Ensembl 50 and UniGene Gga 41; OligoRAP: Ensembl 50, Entrez Gene d.d. 2008-08-26, UniGene Gga 40 and RefSeq 30; IMAD: Ensembl 50, UniGene Gga 39 and DFCI chicken gene indices 11.

Hybridisation filter thresholds were synchronised based on He *et al.*\[[@B24]\] where possible. This means the minimum percentage sequence identity over the complete length of oligo was set to 85% and the minimum length of the longest contiguous stretch was set to 20 nucleotides for OligoRAP and SigReannot or a minimum HSP size of 20 matching nucleotides (not necessarily a contiguous stretch.) OligoRAP\'s mismatches filter was set to such low values that it was effectively not used.

GO term enrichment
------------------

Different custom array annotation packages based on Ensembl Gene IDs were made using the updated annotation provided by the IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot pipelines. These custom annotation packages were made with Bioconductor \[[@B25]\] using the AnnotationDbi package \[[@B26]\]. Three conditions each with a set of up- and a set of down-regulated genes resulted in a total of six gene lists as described elsewhere in this issue \[[@B27]\]. Gene lists were tested for GO term enrichment using a conditional hypergeometric test algorithm from the Bioconductor package GOstats \[[@B28]\]. The significance threshold for this test was set to p values smaller than or equal to 0.05 and only GO terms from the Biological Process (BP) ontology were used.

Results and discussion
======================

Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a consensus flowchart with five steps that all three pipelines perform in order to annotate an oligo-nucleotide library.

![**Consensus Pipeline Overview**. Procedures used by IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot to update oligo library annotation can be grouped in 5 steps (yellow), with user inputs (blue), external data sources (green) and results (red).](1753-6561-3-S4-S1-1){#F1}

Annotation strategies compared
------------------------------

The first step requires the oligo sequences and species of interest as input and aligns the oligos with potential targets. An overview of datasources used for the alignments is provided in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The primary source of probe targets for all three pipelines is Ensembl \[[@B29],[@B30]\]. OligoRAP uses the entire reference genome assembly for a given species, while IMAD and sigReannot only focus on the parts, which are annotated as Ensembl transcripts. There are two exceptions though.

![**Comparison of Target and Annotation Sources**. Data sources as used by the corresponding annotation pipelines for linking probes to target genes (A) and for annotation retrieval (B): green checkmark = used, red cross = unused and orange checkmark/cross = partially used. \*) IMAD ignores strand information and therefore might contain hits to intergenic space with Ensembl exons annotated on the opposite strand. \*\*) sigReannot can report hits to intergenic space and introns using its UTR/intron extension feature. This requires a hit on a UniGene cluster located in a gene\'s intron or in a region of 1000 nucleotides up- or downstream of a gene. UTR/intron extension is only performed with sigReannot if there were no hits on Ensembl Genes. OligoRAP on the other hand takes all intergenic space into account irrespective of whether there are hits on Ensembl Genes or not. \*\*\*) To prevent redundancy OligoRAP takes only a subset of UniGene and RefSeq accessions into account: those that do not map with high confidence onto the reference assembly.](1753-6561-3-S4-S1-2){#F2}

Firstly, IMAD ignores strand information and hence might link to annotation derived from features located on the opposite strand of a hit. SigReannot is strand-aware, but can link to annotation from the opposite strand if no annotation was found on the hit strand. Most array platforms only detect a single strand and under normal conditions a gene produces only RNA from a single strand. But there can exceptions like in the case of viral reverse transcriptases, some of which can switch templates resulting in chimeric cDNA molecules \[[@B31]\]. IMAD was originally designed for arrays used in experiments involving viral infections, which reflects the design choice to include annotation from both strands. So, depending on array type, sample preparation protocol and/or sample type, linking oligos to genes on the opposite strand can either be a feature or a flaw.

Secondly, sigReannot uses UTR/intron extension in case no hits were found on Ensembl transcripts. The latter means that sigReannot searches UniGene \[[@B32]\] as secondary source for alignments. If a hit is found, the Ensembl API is used to fetch Ensembl genes linked to the found UniGene cluster accessions. For these Ensembl genes the entire sequence including introns is fetched and extended with 1000 nucleotides both up- and downstream. When the oligo can be aligned with these extended sequences, it is linked to the corresponding Ensembl genes. In general Ensembl is relatively conservative in annotating genes and sigReannot\'s UTR/intron extension is a smart feature to boost the coverage of probes linked to Ensembl gene IDs. On the other hand stretching the boundaries of conservative Ensembl\'s gene models will also increase the risk of introducing false positive probe to Ensembl gene assignments. Moreover, linking probes to Ensembl gene IDs based on rare splice variants can be misleading. If no signal was observed it means that rare splice variant was not expressed, but that doesn\'t mean the gene was not expressed at all.

IMAD and OligoRAP also use additional sources for probe-target alignments to increase the coverage of annotated probes. In addition to Ensembl transcripts IMAD aligns probes with UniGene \[[@B32]\] and DFCI Gene Indices (formerly known as TIGR Gene Indices) \[[@B33]\] and OligoRAP aligns with UniGene \[[@B32]\] and RefSeq \[[@B32]\]. The big difference is that IMAD searches the entire databases whereas OligoRAP searches only a sub-set of RefSeq accessions, which are not reliably represented by the reference assembly and a sub-set of UniGene accession neither reliably represented by the reference assembly nor by the RefSeq sub-set. Hence IMAD hits to the different databases can be highly redundant while OligoRAP tries to minimise redundancy.

The second step is to filter the hits based on the quality of the alignments, which relates to the hybridisation potential of a hit. All three pipelines can filter alignments on the percentage of sequence identity. Low quality hits that do not pass this filter, but which do contain small stretches of uninterrupted matches might still contribute to signal on a microarray. Therefore, OligoRAP and sigReannot feature a second filter for the minimum size of what is called the longest contiguous stretch or continuous block, respectively. Finally, OligoRAP has a third filter for the maximum total amount of mismatches. When the probes are not all equally long this filter will produce different results as compared to the percentage identity filter.

In contrast to sigReannot and IMAD, OligoRAP applies the filter step not immediately after aligning oligos with targets, but after all annotation is retrieved instead (after step 4). This allows OligoRAP to check if two or more short hits were derived from intron-separated exons of the same gene. If such hits are found they are merged into a larger hit, which is necessary for OligoRAP, because it aligns with reference genomes as compared to IMAD and sigReannot, which only align with transcripts.

Based on the amount and type of hits oligos can be assigned to target specificity classes (TSCs). An overview of how TSCs overlap or differ between the 3 pipelines is given in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. IMAD focuses on the big picture the way most biologists are interested in oligo annotation: Are my oligos gene specific or not? This results in three TSCs: gene-specific, non-specific and orphan oligos. OligoRAP and sigReannot on the other hand provide more resolution by differentiating between high quality (HQ) and low quality (LQ) alignments resulting in 7 and 6 TSCs, respectively. OligoRAP uses two thresholds per filter -- one for LQ and one for HQ hits -- to assign oligos to TSCs. A different approach is used by sigReannot as the percentage sequence identity is used exclusively to filter for HQ hits and the length of the longest contiguous stretch for LQ hits. Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows how the more specialised TSCs of OligoRAP and sigReannot can be combined into the more generic TSCs of IMAD for easier comparison of the results produced by IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot.

![**Comparison of Target Specificity Classes (TSCs)**. Overview of how the TSCs -- as defined by the 3 pipelines -- (partially) overlap or are divided into smaller sub-categories (A). O = OligoRAP, S = sigReannot, I = IMAD. Numbers indicate the corresponding TSCs. LCS = Longest Contiguous Stretch. IMAD does not differentiate between different hit types. OligoRAP and sigReannot differentiate between High Quality alignments (HQ hits, called \"hits\" by sigReannot and \"primary hits\" by OligoRAP) and Low Quality alignments (LQ hits, called \"noise\" by sigReannot and \"secondary hits\" by OligoRAP). Figure B shows how more detailed TSCs can be grouped into 3 base TSCs for comparison of the results: one hit (I1 = O1+O2 = S1+S3+S4), multiple hits (I2 = O3+O4+O5 = S2+S5+S7) or no hits at all (I3 = O6 = S6).](1753-6561-3-S4-S1-3){#F3}

OligoRAP and sigReannot use comparable TSCs in case there was only one HQ hit (TSC O1 & S1), there were multiple LQ hits (TSC O5 & S5), or there were no hits at all (TSC O6 & S6).

When there was only 1 LQ hit, OligoRAP puts these oligos in a single TSC (O2), but sigReannot differentiates between LQ hits with longest contiguous stretches of 30 nucleotides and more (S3) and with stretches of less than 30 nucleotides (S4). The latter TSC contains gene-specific oligos, which are less reliable for detecting lowly expressed genes, because they have the worst signal to noise ratio. By providing an extra TSC for these oligos, users can choose to drop them from further analysis or at least can see quickly they are less reliable. OligoRAP handles this problem differently by allowing users to specify multiple combinations of filter thresholds per run. This allows them to analyse for example the effect of more lenient or stricter thresholds for HQ and/or LQ hits and covers all TSCs instead of just the oligos with only one LQ hit. Analysing different combinations of filter thresholds is also possible with IMAD and sigReannot, but this a bit more work as it requires a user to run the pipeline with the most lenient hybridisation potential filter thresholds followed by post-processing of the results to generate results for more stringent thresholds.

In the case of multiple HQ hits or a mix of HQ and LQ hits sigReannot and OligoRAP classify them differently. SigReannot differentiates between cases with one HQ hit accompanied with one or more LQ hits (TSC S2) and cases with multiple HQ hits with or without LQ hits (TSC S7). OligoRAP on the other hand differentiates between multiple HQ hits (TSC O3) and a mix of HQ and LQ hits (TSC O4). The reason sigReannot differentiates between S2 and S7 while OligoRAP assigns such oligos all to O4 is a difference in annotation retrieval policy (see below). TSC O3 is interesting, because in theory these oligos target shared domains or different highly similar genes. Therefore these oligos could still be informative as such genes are usually involved in similar biological processes just like different splice variants derived from the same gene. In practice however many of the oligos in TSC O3 have multiple HQ hits due to redundancy and this is usually the result of assembly and/or annotation problems. Either way it makes sense to differentiate between these oligos and ones that target a mix of HQ and LQ hits as the latter can suffer from cross-hybridisation with transcripts from highly dissimilar targets and hence are not informative.

Steps three and four consist of annotation retrieval directly from the alignments or indirectly from previously fetched annotation, respectively. There are many differences in annotation features retrieved by the different pipelines, but all pipelines provide links to Ensembl gene IDs, Ensembl Transcripts IDs, UniGene cluster accessions and GO terms IDs derived from Ensembl genes (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The largest differences between the pipelines can be found in the data sources used for annotation expansion using database cross-references. Such indirect links are convenient, but differences here are less important as users can fetch these links themselves from the direct links using other tools like for example BioMart \[[@B34]\]. The annotation present in the final results can depend on the target specificity of an oligo. Both IMAD and sigReannot provide at most only one gene ID/accession per database linked to each oligo. This is accomplished in IMAD by fetching only annotation for the best hit found in each of the databases used for alignment searches. SigReannot on the other hand fetches annotation for the single HQ or LQ hit found (TSC S1, S3 and S4) or for the HQ hit in case it was accompanied by additional LQ hits (TSC S2). Hence, in case there were multiple HQ hits (TSC S7) or multiple LQ hits in absence of HQ hits (TSC S5), sigReannot provides no annotation at all as there is no clear best hit. Although this is an oversimplification it can be an advantage as most downstream analysis tools are limited to accepting only one ID/accession number per oligo and hence that is what most users want. OligoRAP provides all annotation for all hits -- both HQ and LQ -- it can find. In case there were multiple hits this means the users will have to decide for themselves what hits to take into account. This gives users more control of what annotation to use, but might require additional parsing of OligoRAP annotation.

Finally, the fifth step involves formatting and storing the results in various ways. SigReannot\'s annotation is provided as collection of tab-delimited flat files. IMAD on the other hand uses a MySQL database to store its results and OligoRAP\'s native output format is BioMoby \[[@B35]\] XML, but both provide tab-delimited flat files upon request. In addition to data dumps, IMAD provides web-based access to query the updated annotation using a CGI script. SigReannot does not provide web-based access yet, but the data is stored in a BioMart compliant MySQL database with installation of the web-based BioMart front-end planned for a future release. OligoRAP does not provide a web-based interface to query the generated annotation, but the annotation pipeline consists of BioMoby web services allowing users to execute the pipeline remotely themselves instead.

Effect of differences in annotation strategies on coverage and consensus
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A subset of 791 oligos was selected from the experimental data provided for the workshop to assess the effect of the different annotation strategies on coverage. These oligos were selected, because they showed differential gene expression signals. Hence these probes clearly bind transcripts and any orphan oligos in the updated annotation produced by sigReannot, OligoRAP and IMAD indicate false negatives due to incomplete data sources, incomplete annotation strategies or both. The focus for this comparison is on Ensembl gene ID assignments as all three pipelines provide these and hence they can be easily compared. Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows a Venn diagram representing the amount of oligos covered with at least one Ensembl gene ID versus probes without any links to Ensembl genes. Slightly more than half (52.7%) of the oligos is linked to at least one Ensembl gene by all three pipelines. Unfortunately with 31.0% the second largest group consists of the oligos, which could not be linked to any Ensembl gene by any pipeline. Although IMAD and OligoRAP can fetch annotation for additional sources to boost annotation coverage, this tends to be less informative, because -- apart from assembly gaps -- had there been a lot of high quality annotation available for a hit, this would have resulted in an Ensembl gene model. When there was not enough convincing experimental evidence for an Ensembl gene model this often means the hit is only covered by just a few or even a single EST. For the remaining 16.3% of the oligos the coverage differs. The bulk of these (10.0%) are represent oligos linked to Ensembl only by IMAD+sigReannot. Probes linked to Ensembl only by IMAD or only by sigReannot correspond to 3.3% and 1.6%, respectively. Finally, OligoRAP appears to be the most conservative in linking oligos to Ensembl genes as the amounts of oligos linked to Ensembl only by OligoRAP, only by IMAD+OligoRAP and only by OligoRAP+sigReannot are all less than 1%.

![**Ensembl Annotation Assigned to Oligos: Coverage & Consensus**. Venn diagram representing oligos linked to Ensembl gene IDs by the 3 annotation pipelines (A). Colours represent oligos linked to at least one Ensembl gene by all 3 pipelines (417:black), not linked to any Ensembl genes by any of the 3 pipelines (245:white), linked to at least one Ensembl gene only by IMAD (26:red), only by OligoRAP (2:blue), only by sigReannot (13:yellow), by IMAD & OligoRAP (3:purple), OligoRAP & sigReannot (6:green) or by IMAD & sigReannot (79:orange). When an oligo is linked to at least one Ensembl gene by all 3 pipelines this not necessarily means it is linked to the same Ensembl genes, which is depicted as consensus in a pie chart (B). Agreement between all 3 pipelines is subdivided in agreement on the presence or on the absence of links to Ensembl genes. Where only 2 pipelines agree this is not subdivided and hence represents a mix of consensus on presence or absence of annotation. Pipeline\'s initials indicate the corresponding pipelines share consensus; a dash instead of an initial indicates the corresponding pipelines lack consensus. Reasons for a lack of consensus are sorted by impact (C) and were counted per oligo: ++ = extra hits were found because of this reason, \-- = hits were missing because of this reason. If an oligo had multiple hits, multiple reasons can apply, but multiple occurrences of the same reason were counted only once.](1753-6561-3-S4-S1-4){#F4}

In case an oligo was not linked to any Ensembl genes by any of the pipelines, they clearly all agree, but in case two or more pipelines link to Ensembl genes, that does not necessarily mean they link to the same Ensembl genes for the corresponding oligos. Therefore, the consensus between the pipelines in linking oligos to Ensembl genes was determined (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For 44.2% all pipelines link to the same Ensembl gene(s). Together with the 31.0% of the probes without any Ensembl gene link in any of the updated annotation datasets, this means the pipelines agree in approximately three quarters of the cases. In 2.3% of the cases all three pipelines link to Ensembl gene IDs, but these are not (all) the same. Finally, two pipelines agree on either the presence or absence of annotation in 1.9% (IMAD+OligoRAP), 12.1% (OligoRAP+sigReannot) and 8.7% (IMAD+sigReannot) of the cases.

Reasons for a lack of consensus
-------------------------------

In case the annotation pipelines did not agree on the Ensembl genes linked to an oligo the reason for this lack of consensus was determined (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple reasons can apply in case an oligo had multiple links, but if the same reason applied to multiple hits of the same oligo this was counted only once. In 86 cases additional hits were present in the IMAD annotation due to lower thresholds. Although we tried to synchronise hybridisation filter thresholds for this pipeline comparison (see methods), this was not completely possible, because IMAD doesn\'t have a longest contiguous stretch filter making it more difficult to filter for relevant short hits. To mimic the longest contiguous stretch filter, short stretches (BLAST HSPs) were considered to be positive hits in IMAD when they had a minimum amount of matches equal to the longest contiguous stretch size for OligoRAP and sigReannot. Hence the matches in these short HSPs are not necessarily a contiguous stretch, which explains why some of these hits are missing from OligoRAP and sigReannot. It is questionable whether these extra IMAD hits will be able generate signal in a microarray experiment, but this will depend heavily on the chosen experimental conditions.

In the vast majority of the remaining cases where consensus is lacking, the pipelines initially find the same hits, but judge them differently when deciding whether to link to Ensembl genes based on these hits or not. In 88 and 66 cases oligos are linked to Ensembl genes located on the opposite strand of the hit with IMAD and sigReannot, respectively. The difference is the result of sigReannot not linking to annotation from the opposite strand if there was also annotation on the strand of the hit. Furthermore, sigReannot only takes annotation from the opposite strand into account for HQ hits and hence ignores such annotation for LQ hits. So sigReannot is a bit more conservative in linking to annotation from the opposite strand.

OligoRAP only links a hit to annotation if there is (near) perfect overlap between the hit (oligo -- genome alignment) and the annotation (annotated feature -- genome alignment). For IMAD and sigReannot this does not apply as they only align the oligos with transcripts. In case a hit extended beyond the borders of a transcript on the genome, IMAD and sigReannot will find a shorter hit covering only the part that overlaps with the transcript. This results in 24 oligos with extra links to Ensembl genes with IMAD and 17 with sigReannot as compared to OligoRAP. The difference between IMAD and sigReannot is the result of partial overlap combined with lower thresholds for IMAD either because of the lack of a contiguous stretch filter in IMAD (2 cases) or because the annotation was derived from the opposite strand and the hit didn\'t pass sigReannot\'s HQ hit thresholds (5 cases).

SigReannot\'s UTR/intron extension feature generates additional links to Ensembl genes for 16 oligos with hits in the vicinity of Ensembl transcripts. IMAD and OligoRAP cannot link to annotation located in the vicinity of a hit on the genome and this explains their absence.

If a BLAST result contains overlapping HSPs these were all ignored by IMAD resulting in 7 oligos where links to Ensembl genes are missing as compared to OligoRAP and sigReannot. Further inspection of these 7 probes revealed they contained repeats and IMAD has been adjusted to include hits from overlapping HSPs.

Finally, the \"other\" leftover category contains 9 rare cases. In one of these IMAD missed a hit, because it uses BLAST \[[@B36],[@B37]\] with the default low complexity filter switched on, whereas OligoRAP and sigReannot have this switched off. Three oligos had dozens of links to Ensembl, which were only partially shared by the updated annotation sets due to limits on the amount of processed hits. These differences can be considered insignificant, because these oligos were far from target specific and a few hits more or less does not change that. In another 3 cases OligoRAP missed an additional link to Ensembl, because a short alignment was below the detection thresholds for BLAT \[[@B38]\], which is a faster alternative for BLAST and only used by OligoRAP. One of these included a case where OligoRAP\'s intron gap splicing feature could not help to retrieve the larger alignment with the transcript, because the partial hits were too short. Finally in 2 cases OligoRAP used intron gap splicing to merge shorter hits into longer ones linking to Ensembl genes, which are absent from IMAD and sigReannot annotation. In these cases Ensembl gene models do not support the intron gaps, but in one case additional annotation from ESTs does.

It must be noted that IMAD and sigReannot normally provide maximally a single link to an Ensembl gene per oligo. In case there are multiple hits for an oligo these pipelines will try to find a best one and if this fails not link to Ensembl at all. For this workshop the IMAD and sigReannot teams provided additional data for oligos with multiple hits, so they could all be taken into account and compared, but would users compare standard IMAD and sigReannot data, they might find additional differences due to different prioritisation of hits to find the best one.

In most cases the oligos with multiple hits are non-specific, but further investigation revealed 9 extreme cases of oligos with numerous hits (up to 200) on transcripts representing large gene families or sharing domains such as genes coding for MHC proteins, olfactory proteins, homeobox proteins, protein kinases and potassium voltage-gated channel proteins. Although it was clearly not possible to assign a best hit in these cases linking the oligo to the gene family or shared domain could still be highly informative despite the lower resolution.

Effect of differences in annotation on GO term enrichment analysis
------------------------------------------------------------------

GO term enrichment analysis was chosen as an example to investigate the results of differences in updated annotation on functional microarray analysis. For this analysis all probes of the ARK-Genomics 20 K chicken array were taken into account, annotation was updated with IMAD, OligoRAP & sigReannot and enrichment of GO terms in the lists of significantly up- or down regulated genes was performed as described by Haisheng *et al.*\[[@B27]\]. Three conditions with each a list of up- and a list of down-regulated genes resulted in a total of six gene lists. For each of these the lists of enriched GO terms derived from the 3 sets of annotation were compared and summarised in a single Venn diagram (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). With 172 GO terms or 67.2%, the majority of the significantly enriched GO terms (p \<= 0.05) were the same in the analysis based on the three updated annotation sets. That also means that there was no consensus on 84 or almost one third of the terms enriched in up- or down-regulated genes. This clearly shows that differences in annotation strategies can have a significant effect on functional analysis.

![**Consensus on GO Term Enrichment Analysis**. Venn diagram representing consensus on the GO terms retrieved from term enrichment analysis with updated annotation from IMAD, OligoRAP or sigReannot. Colours represent terms found with annotation from all pipelines (172:black), from IMAD only (10:red), from OligoRAP only (8:blue), from sigReannot only (19:yellow), from IMAD & OligoRAP (7:purple), from OligoRAP & sigReannot (26:green) or from IMAD & sigReannot (14:orange).](1753-6561-3-S4-S1-5){#F5}

Optimal annotation strategies
-----------------------------

IMAD only differentiates between oligos with 1 hit, multiple hits or no hits at all and uses a single hybridisation potential filter for sequence identity. This is less advanced than OligoRAP and sigReannot, which differentiate between LQ and HQ hits and introduce a second hybridisation potential filter for short contiguous stretches of matching nucleotides. Despite these differences, basically all three pipelines can divide the oligos into several TSCs giving users an indication of the target specificity of the oligos. Furthermore, depending on experimental conditions, users can customise the parameters for the hybridisation potential filters.

After the pipelines have aligned oligos with potential targets they have to decide whether or not to link to certain annotation based on these alignments and this is where they differ the most. Should the pipelines be very conservative and link only to annotation derived from other sequences that (near) perfectly overlap the alignment of the oligo with the potential target, like OligoRAP does? Or should the annotation strategy be more lenient and include annotation from indirect links like sigReannot does when it uses UTR/intron extension to link indirectly to Ensembl via UniGene? The question basically boils down to whether to prefer reliability over coverage or the other way around. After some discussion during the workshop the biologists present decided they couldn\'t choose between optimal coverage and optimal reliability. Instead they would prefer to have as much annotation as possible and have metadata attached to the annotation indicating the reliability of the link between the oligo and for example an Ensembl gene. Similar to the target specificity categories one can think of a few annotation link reliability categories that would allow the biologists to filter their results in downstream analysis and see the effect of in- or excluding less reliable annotation in addition to the effect of in- or excluding potential non-specific oligos. We propose the following categories:

1\) Direct sequence-based links: annotation was derived from alignment of the oligo with a target sequence.

2\) Indirect links

a\) Sequence-based and with (near) perfect overlap of the oligo-target alignment with the alignment of the target with the other sequence from which the annotation is derived.

b\) Sequence-based and with partial overlap of the oligo-target alignment with the alignment of the target with the other sequence from which the annotation is derived.

c\) Sequence-based and without any overlap of the oligo-target alignment with the alignment of the target with the other sequence from which the annotation is derived.

i\) Oligo-target alignment is located up- or downstream in the vicinity of the gene from which the annotation is derived.

ii\) Oligo-target alignment is located in an intron of the gene from which the annotation is derived.

iii\) Oligo-target alignment is located on the opposite strand of the gene from which the annotation is derived.

d\) Non sequence-based links. For example in the case of expanding annotation using text mining.

e\) Non gene-specific link. For example to a gene family or shared domain.

These categories can be easily expanded where necessary. For category 2 cii one could flag for example whether there was other sequence-based evidence that makes the link more reliable. This would be the case if an oligo aligns with an intron and if there are ESTs that align with both the gene\'s exons and the intron suggesting the gene model was too conservative and intron retention splice variants do exist.

Conclusion
==========

Approximately four years after the design of the ARK-Genomics 20 K chicken array almost one third of the probes could no longer or still not be linked to high quality annotation in the form of a link to an Ensembl gene with neither IMAD nor OligoRAP nor sigReannot. This indicates that keeping annotation as well as target specificity up-to-date is important to make most of microarray experiments.

IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot can assign oligos to target specificity classes (TSCs) although with different levels of resolution. These TSCs are based on the amount of target each oligo hits and users can specify thresholds for hybridisation potential filter used to determine the impact of these hits. Thereby the hybridisation potential filters combined with the TSCs give users the flexibility to adjust the target specificity estimates to their experimental conditions. In addition it allows them to play safe by discarding potential cross-hybridising probes or live on the edge to get higher annotation coverage. In contrast to target specificity users have no control over the annotation that is fetched based on the hits of the oligos with potential targets. Fetching annotation from indirect relationships between oligos and potential targets can help to boost coverage, but will also result in varying levels of reliability of the updated annotation. Not only have users currently no control over which annotation is retrieved, they currently also cannot see the difference between annotation from more reliable direct links and from less reliable indirect links. Based on the feedback from the EADGENE/SABRE post-analysis workshop we therefore suggest annotation link reliability categories be added to indicate the type of relationship between oligos and their annotation. Adding such indicators for the reliability of the annotation will be an important step in the future development of IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot and allow users to fine tune the balance between reliability and coverage. This is important as it can have a significant effect on functional analysis of microarray data as exemplified by the lack of consensus on almost one third of the terms found with GO term enrichment analysis using updated annotation generated with IMAD, OligoRAP and sigReannot.

Further information and supplemental data
=========================================

Links to supplemental files with annotation as used for the workshop as well as presentations as presented at the workshop are available from the EADGENE portal:

<http://www.eadgene.info/NewsandEvents/EADGENEEvents/EADGENEandSABREPostanalysesWorkshop/AnnotationWorkshopResults/tabid/345/Default.aspx>
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